
Abstract. With the significant increase in the average life-
span in the industrial world, skin cancer has become a great
health concern. There are various epidemiological, biological
and molecular data suggesting that skin cancer is
predominantly a disease of the elderly, since approximately
53% of skin cancer-related deaths occur in persons more than
65 years old. With regard to the management of elderly patients
with skin cancer, this should be individualized depending upon
the clinical performance status, and age alone should not
constitute an obstruction for the administration of the optimal
treatment. Since elderly patients with melanoma have a worse
prognosis, emphasis should be given to primary and secondary
prevention. Physicians treating elderly patients should be
trained in an individualized approach to these patients and
encouraged to participate in programs for the early detection
of suspicious skin lesions.

The average lifespan in the industrial world has been

increasing dramatically over the last three decades, and

consequently the number of people over 65 years of age has

risen as well. Normal aging refers to the common complex

of diseases that characterize many of the elderly. However,

not all individuals age in the same way. Some acquire

diseases and impairments, while others experience

"successful" aging, which is not accompanied by debilitating

disease and disability. The percentage of the latter group is

augmenting (1, 2).

The links between old age and carcinogenesis, in general,

are the substantial length of time required for

carcinogenesis, the occurrence of age-related molecular

changes that mimic carcinogenesis and changes in the bodily

environment that promote cancer progression (3). The

factors that contribute to the development of skin cancer in

particular are most probably reduced melanocyte density and

the altered inflammatory response to dermal damage (4-7).

Therapeutic decisions for patients with skin malignancies

should be made based on the estimation of life expectancy,

functional status, commorbidity, nutrition, polypharmacy,

social support and the potential existence of depression.

Individuals who reach old age with a good functional and

mental status are as likely to benefit from standard cancer

treatment as younger population groups. This does not hold

true for elderly patients who present with commorbid

conditions or functional impairment, and who should,

therefore, be identified in order for undue morbidity to be

prevented (2, 3).

In an attempt to accustom physicians treating elderly

individuals with skin cancer to the distinctive problems of

this particular group of patients, we comprehensively

reviewed the existing evidence on the links between aging

and the development of skin cancer and presented the

optimal clinical approach.

Epidemiology – Why do the elderly develop skin
cancer?

Skin cancer is the most common malignancy known to

humans and accounts for at least 40% of all human

malignancies (8). The incidence of the disease is rising to

endemic proportions. There are a lot of epidemiological

data that demonstrate a higher incidence of skin cancer in

populations living closer to the equator, and in individuals

with skin types sensitive to the sun (i.e. skin phototypes I

and II), while malignant lesions most commonly develop on

sun-exposed sites of the skin (9, 10).
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Approximately 53% of skin cancer-related deaths occur

in persons over 65 years of age (11). Epidemiological and

experimental studies have shown that photocarcinogenesis

due to sun exposure is a continuous and cumulative process,

which probably justifies the enhanced risk for skin cancer in

this age group (12, 13).

The carcinogenetic properties of sunlight reside in

ultraviolet radiation, especially in the UVB range. UV rays

can cause both direct and indirect cellular DNA damage

through photo-oxidative mechanisms (14), which an aged

human organism is unable to repair properly (15-18). At the

same time, prostaglandins, induced by UV radiation, are

also considered to play a significant part in UV-induced

inflammation, photocarcinogenesis and the photoaging

processes (19). The stratospheric ozone layer is responsible

for the absorption of UV rays, therefore protecting the

human skin from UV-generated damage. Consequently,

ozone depletion may have contributed to the increased

incidence of skin cancer (20, 21).

An age-related reduction of cutaneous melanocyte

density results in more extensive penetration of UV light

into the dermis of elderly individuals, thus causing more

extensive damage (22). Furthermore, patients of this age

group tend to present with decreased cell-medicated

immunity as far as T-lymphocytes’ number and function are

concerned (23). Likewise, age has a negative effect on the

number and function of Langerhans cells of the epidermis,

which are also responsible for cutaneous immune function

(24, 25). It is most probable that this immune deficiency is

responsible for the clinical expression of malignancy (26).

Non-melanoma skin cancers

Non-melanoma skin cancers (NMSC) account for

approximately 50% of all cancers reported each year in the

United States (27). The most important representatives of

NMSC, as far as incidence is concerned, are basal cell

carcinoma (BCC) and squamous cell carcinoma (SCC). It is

beyond the scope of this review to discuss other, less

frequent tumors occurring in the older patient, such as

Merkel cell carcinoma, atypical fibroxanthoma, sebaceous

tumors, cutaneous lymphomas, angiosarcoma, Kaposi’s

sarcoma and cutaneous metastases.

Basal cell carcinoma (BCC). BCC remains the most

common cancer seen in the United States. It accounts for

75-80% of NMSC, with more than one million cases

diagnosed during the year 2000 (28). BCC is thought to

arise from the pluripotential cells of the epidermis or the

outer root sheath of hair follicles and is dependent on an

intact connective tissue stroma for growth (29). The disease

lesions have distinctive morphological features that make

them readily recognizable. It is typical that older patients

consider them to be non-healing wounds at sites of repeated

trauma. Various morphological types of basal cell carcinoma

have been recognized. The most common is the nodular

type; other clinical variants are nodulo-cystic, cystic, nodulo-

ulcerative, superficial, pigmented and morpheaform (or

sclerosing) (30).

The disease occurs in all races and ages; however, it is

uncommon in dark-skinned people, such as Africans and

Asians. Approximately 99% of patients who develop BCC

are of Caucasian origin. In addition, it is rarely seen before

the age of 40 and is more common in men than in women.

Men have a higher incidence of BCC occurring on

habitually exposed skin than women, whereas women have a

three times higher incidence of developing BCC on the

lower extremities (5).

It has been found that 85% of BCC occur on the head

and neck, and almost 25-30% of the lesions are found on

the nose (31). They frequently occur on sun-damaged skin,

such as seen in many older people. Due to the fact that 20%

of these cancers arise on typically non-sun-exposed sites,

such as the back of the hands or the forearms, it is believed

that, apart from UV radiation, other pathogenetic factors

may be operative and appear to be important etiological

factors in the development of BCC. It is possible, therefore,

that a major effect of UV light is to increase an inherent

age-related predisposition to develop skin cancer (22).

Risk factors for developing BCC include blistering

sunburn, intermittent sun exposure, extensive childhood sun

exposure (32), fair skin, blue eyes, blonde or red hair (33,

34), immunosuppression, a family history of skin cancer, or

a history of localized irradiation or ingestion and topical

application of inorganic arsenicals and other chemical

carcinogens (35-37). Patients diagnosed with BCC have a

nearly 50% risk of a second primary non-melanoma skin

cancer developing within 5 years. Patients with a history of

BCC have a three-fold higher risk of melanoma (38-40).

This malignant epithelial tumor rarely metastasizes (41).

BBC may invade nerves, cartilage, bones and lungs, while it

is unlikely to metastasize to regional lymph nodes or to

distant organs (0.028%) (42). Given the propensity of the

lesions to occur in the head and neck region, such as the

ear, eyes or nasal cavity, BCC can be cosmetically

disfiguring and often results in functional impairment.

The data concerning proliferation indices and their value

as prognostic factors in BBC are not adequate, although

Yerebakan et al. (43), in a study of 26 BCC cases, inferred

that the expression of ki-67, CD31 and epidermal growth

factor receptor differs between BCC which later recur and

those that do not recur (43, 44). Before any therapy is

initiated, a shave or a punch biopsy should be performed on

clinically suspicious lesions. The optimal treatment approach

for BCC is then based on the size and the site of the lesions

as well as the patient’s age and performance status.
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Additionally, establishing whether the lesion is a primary

cancer or a recurrence is necessary and helpful (23, 30).

Unless BCC has metastasized, it is completely curable by

surgical excision. Considering that BCC rarely metastasizes,

the mainstay of therapy is the complete removal or

destruction of the tumor. Several types of surgical removal

are in use, e.g., surgical excision, cryosurgery and Mohs

micrographic chemosurgical technique for more

complicated and invasive lesions. Once carcinomas spread

to local lymph nodes, they are notoriously resistant to

standard forms of chemotherapy and are thus associated

with a high mortality rate. However, there is usually an

extensive time-lag – often of 15 or 20 years – between initial

presentation and death from metastatic carcinoma (45).

Lesions on the face, where embryologic fusion planes

converge, require more aggressive treatment regimens. Vital

areas and sites with emphasis on esthetic integrity, also

require specialized care. Recurrence of BCC often develops

within 4 to 12 months of the original treatment.

Curettage and electrodesiccation are used for all varieties

of BCC except for the morpheaform type. Photodynamic

therapy (PDT) is a therapeutic method used over the last

25 years in the treatment of BCC and other non-melanoma

skin cancers; it involves the use of a photosensitizing agent

activated by light to destroy tumor cells (46).

Radiation therapy can have a cure rate of approximately

90%. This modality is preferable for the older and infirm

patient, for whom treatment would be only palliative (29).

The strongest disadvantage of radiotherapy is that, in order

to attain a complete response, multiple visits are usually

necessary (30).

Fluorouracil remains the only proven topical agent for

the treatment of BCC, at a 5% concentration for the

superficial type of disease. Recently, the therapy of BCC has

expanded to include retinoids, CO2 laser therapy and

intralesional injection of chemotherapeutic agents (29, 30,

45). Nevertheless, with regards to the management of BCC,

most of the trials done demonstrate that surgery and

radiotherapy appear to be the most effective treatments,

with surgery showing the lowest failure rates (47).

Squamous cell carcinoma (SCC). SCC is the second most

common type of skin cancer; approximately 20% of all non-

melanoma skin tumors are due to SCC (48). The disease is

less common than BCC (ratio of 1:4) and affects men rather

than women. The incidence is higher in individuals over age

55, with 60 being the average age of onset. SCC arises from

keratinocytes and has a broad clinical spectrum: actinic

keratosis (AK), Bowen’s disease (SCC in situ),

keratoacanthoma, and invasive SCC are the four main types

of the disease.

The risk factors for SCC are similar to those for BCC;

however, SCC tends to occur among older patients. Farmers

or fishermen that work outdoors for long periods of their

lives are at particularly high risk for SCC. This chronic sun-

exposure pattern contrasts with the intermittent sun-

exposure pattern characteristic of BCC and melanoma. Fair

skin, blue eyes, red or blonde hair, arsenic and topical

exposure to hydrocarbons, ionizing radiation, prior trauma,

frostbite, chronic immunosuppression, psoralen and UVA

(PUVA) therapy, and viral oncogenesis (human papilloma

virus infection) are other causative agents that seem to

correlate with SCC development. SCC of the lip is likely to

occur as a result of sun exposure or tobacco use. The lesions

of SCC may also arise from chronic inflammation, lupus

vulgaris, discoid lupus erythematosus, herpes, psoriasis and

chronic stasis dermatitis. Finally, patients who have

undergone solid organ transplantation – especially heart

transplant – as well as those with chronic lymphocytic

leukemia, have a higher risk than others (32-36, 48, 49). 

AK is an extremely common, premalignant lesion

occurring on habitually sun-damaged skin areas (i.e., face,

V-area of the neck, extensor forearms and hands) of

elderly individuals. If left untreated, AK has the potential

of becoming invasive SCC, by extending beyond the

basement membrane into the dermis. However, it has

been demonstrated that SCC developing from AK lesions

metastasize infrequently, with an estimated incidence of

metastases ranging from 0.5 to 3% (50). On the other

hand, the metastatic range of carcinomas developing de
novo has been reported to range from 7.7 to 17.5%, while

those cancers that develop from burn scars, osteomyelitis

sinuses and chronic non-healing wounds have a higher

metastatic rate (20-40%).

As with BCC, treatment of SCC is classified as local,

regional and distant control. Simple surgical excision

remains the standard treatment for SCC, particularly for

difficult, recurrent, large, or aggressive tumors. In situ
lesions or smaller well-differentiated tumors can also be

treated with curettage and electrodesiccation, cryosurgery

and Moh’s surgery. Topical administration of fluorouracil

is effective for SCC in situ tumors, while interferon alpha

has been shown to be effective against AK, SCC and

keratoacanthomas. Radiation has its own role in the

removal of disease, that has neither metastasized nor

spread to cartilage or bone, in the elderly population.

After each treatment, patients should be monitored for

recurrences and possible metastatic spread. Nearly 70%

of recurrences, metastases and new primary tumors

associated with SCC occur in the first two years from

diagnosis (29, 30, 50). 

Malignant melanoma

Malignant melanoma is a highly malignant skin cancer,

which arises in any region from melanocytes, most probably
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as a result of over stimulation by UV light. It metastasizes

via lymphatics to lymph nodes and via the circulation to the

lung, brain, liver, bones and skin (1, 51). With

clinicopathological criteria, the following main variants are

recognized: superficial spreading, nodular, acral lentiginous

and lentigo malignant melanoma. 

The incidence of malignant melanoma in the European

Union is 9/100,000 per year (52). The frequency of thin

invasive lesions (<0.1mm), which reflects earlier and more

frequent diagnosis, is relatively higher than that of thick

lesions. However, the fact that the number of patients

developing disseminated metastases, as well as the mortality

rates, continue to rise, indicates that the increase of

melanoma incidence is true and not plasmatic due to earlier

detection (53).

Epidemiologically, it is known that melanoma is very rare

before the age of 20, but its incidence increases thereafter

(54). Current statistics have shown that the incidence of

melanoma appears to be leveling off or even decreasing in

younger populations, but the rates continue to rise steeply in

the elderly age groups (5, 55, 56). Elderly patients may

demonstrate any form of malignant melanoma, but, on the

other hand, they can be affected by types of the malignancy

that are less frequently seen in younger patients (56). The

commonest type of melanoma in the elderly, just as in

younger populations, is superficial spreading melanoma (6,

58). It accounts for about 60% of all variants in this age

group and, even though its incidence peaks in middle age, it

also increases through the eighth decade (52). Nodular

melanoma usually appears after the age of 40. It is

disproportionally more frequent in patients older than 70,

and accounts for 15% of all malignant melanomas in this age

group (5, 58-60). Lentigo maligna melanoma occurs only in

the elderly (mean age of appearance is 65 years) (5) and

accounts for 5-15% of all elderly patients with melanoma.

Acral lentiginous melanoma, although rare (it accounts for 1-

2% of elderly patients), is also a form which appears mainly

in individuals over 65 (56, 59). Desmoplastic melanoma is

rare as well, which also affects only elderly patients, while

intraepithelial melanoma occurs in younger patients (1, 51).

It is worth mentioning that the incidence of primary

melanoma in sites other than the skin (i.e. ocular, genital and

mucous membrane melanoma) is also remarkably higher in

individuals over 65 years old (61-63). The most important

features that indicate the presence of melanoma are those

demonstrating the ABCDE rule, as described by the

European Society for Medical Oncology – ESMO (52):

Asymmetry

Border irregularities

Color heterogeneity

Diameter >6cm 

Evolution of color (especially darkening), elevation or size

in recent months

Although melanomas are usually asymptomatic,

sometimes itching, pruritus, or bleeding may occur. Older

patients are more likely to report ulceration and bleeding,

while itching and change in elevation and color are

significantly less frequently reported (6, 51, 52, 55, 64).

The risk factors for melanoma are quite similar to those

for non-melanoma skin cancers. People who belong to the

Caucasian race, especially those with skin phototype I or

II, seem to be more likely to develop melanoma. Likewise,

people who repeatedly suffered blistering sunburn,

especially during their childhood years, who practiced

intense intermittent sun exposure or irregular tanning bed

use before the age of 30, have a great risk of melanoma.

Moreover, patients who were subjected to chronic

photochemotherapy belong to the high-risk group, as do

patients with immune suppression and those with genetic

disorders such as xeroderma pigmentosum (4, 65-69),

while a family or personal history of melanoma or other

malignancy of the skin is another prognostic factor.

At high risk for melanoma in particular are persons

with benign melanocytic nevi with a diameter exceeding

7mm, as well as those with an increased number of such

(over 50). Another risk factor is the presence of dysplastic

nevi and, even worse, the dysplastic nevus syndrome, in

which case the lifetime risk of melanoma approaches

100%. Moreover, the presence of congenital nevi with a

diameter greater than 20 cm (adult size) suggests a 5-15%

possibility of developing melanoma. However, 60% of

these melanomas happen during the first decade of life (4,

20, 65, 66).

Diagnosis and staging. Different approaches assist in the

diagnosis of melanoma. In clinical practice, total body

photography and dermoscopy have proven to be very helpful

in melanoma diagnosis (52, 65, 69). Total body photography

surveillance is used to document baseline nevi for comparison

and observation of stability or instability at follow-up sessions,

especially in high-risk patients. This method is less appropriate

for patients with multiple or dysplastic nevi, since these people

continue to develop new lesions throughout life and, in that

case, unnecessary surgical removal may occur (65, 69).

Dermoscopy or Epiluminescence microscopy (ELM) is a non-

invasive method that helps distinguish lesions that resemble

melanoma, such as dysplastic nevi, from melanoma itself.

Experienced users of the dermoscope can improve the

diagnostic accuracy for melanoma to 90-95% (65, 66, 69).

However, the identification of a skin neoplasm as melanoma is

certified by histopathological techniques (i.e. histochemistry,

immunohistochemistry and microscopy). It is based on several

criteria, architectural rather than cytological, and it is made

on a combination basis (51, 65, 69).

Once the diagnosis has been made, it is imperative to

determine the stage of the malignancy, as this is a
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determinant factor both for the choice of therapy and for

the prognosis. The most important criteria of all staging

systems used in the past have been included in the new

American Joint Committee for Cancer TNM Melanoma

Staging (51, 65, 69, 70). In addition to physical

examination, patients diagnosed with malignant

melanoma are subjected to imaging and laboratory

evaluation. The established procedures for initial staging

include CT scans of the chest, abdomen and brain, bone

scan and Sentinel Lymph Node Biopsy (SLNB). A new

complementary technique is Positron Emission

Tomography, which in the near future may prove useful

in detecting small metastases (65, 71,72).

With regard to staging, it has been demonstrated that

elderly patients present more often with thick melanomas

and ulceration, while younger patients usually present with

thin lesions (<0.1 mm). In addition, patients over 65 years

of age are more often metastatic on initial diagnosis. This is

probably due to negligence and delayed diagnosis, rather

than a different pathophysiological mechanism linked to

advanced age (58, 60, 73, 74). 

There is now sufficient data to support the observation

that older individuals are less capable of identifying

changes on their skin: elderly people seem to lack the

ability to recall the appearance of their skin. Moreover, the

fact that many lesions appear on the back of elderly

patients, makes their detection difficult. Finally, poor visual

acuity and dysfunction of rheumatologic origin may prevent

aged individuals for examining their skin frequently and

correctly (5, 55, 75). On the other hand, not only the

patient, but also the physician may not be alerted as far as

skin cancer is concerned and may not conduct skin

examination, being distracted by concurrent medical

problems (such as diabetes, hypertension, arthritis,

depression) (68, 76) Another factor that contributes to a

more advanced stage of melanoma at initial diagnosis in

patients over 65 years is that they present with nodular

melanoma more frequently than younger people, a type

which is invasive and has a rapid vertical and diametrical

growth, making it more difficult to detect in its early stages

(5, 55, 59). Likewise, acral lentigious melanoma, which is

also more often found in elderly patients, is generally

thicker by the time of diagnosis (59).

Prognosis. As far as disease-free and overall survival are

concerned (14, 17, 36, 37), old age (>60 years) along with

the male gender are considered to be among the most

important negative prognostic factors, probably due to the

more advanced stage of malignance at first diagnosis (5,

77). However, one study performed in the USA pointed

out that elderly patients with melanoma were found to

have worse prognosis, when compared with younger

melanoma patients with the same tumor characteristics

(78). In terms of anatomic site, aged individuals most

frequently develop melanoma on the head and neck, which

has a markedly worse prognosis than melanoma on the

trunk, which is most common in younger individuals.

Histological features for poor prognosis, chiefly found in

the elderly, are ulceration and vertical growth phase.

Nodular, acral lentigious and genital melanoma, the

incidence of which is also higher among people over 65,

are more aggressive than the other variants. Taken

together, these factors render geriatric patients more likely

to have a worse outcome and to experience fast

progression and death (5, 20, 61).

Treatment. The American Academy of Dermatology

Guidelines/Outcomes Committee published their guidelines

of care for primary cutaneous melanoma, stressing that

these will not ensure successful treatment and that the

ultimate judgment regarding the proper treatment must be

made by the physician, taking into account all the

circumstances presented by each individual patient (64).

After the diagnosis has been made on the conservatively

resected lesion, re-excision is required (67, 79). Cutaneous

surgery is well-tolerated in even the oldest patients,

including those with co-morbities and special needs that

have to be accommodated by the skin surgeon (80).

Moh’s Micrographic Surgery (MMS) is a surgical

technique which aims at tumor removal with clear

margins, while minimizing normal tissue loss. The method

involves preparation of frozen sections of the removed

tissue and, contrary to the conventional excision, the

entire tumor margin is examined. However, the

histological interpretation of melanocytes on frozen

sections remains difficult. So, for the time being, MMS is

not a standard treatment technique, but it is advocated for

elderly patients with melanoma in surgically or

cosmetically sensitive areas, such as the face, digits and

genitalia, as well as for clinically vaguely defined lesions,

such as lentigo maligna (5, 72, 81, 82).

Patients with clinically involved regional lymph nodes and

no evidence of distant metastases might gain a survival

benefit from therapeutic lymph node dissection (83). The

development of SLNB helped identify patients with

substantial nodal metastases and lymph nodes that need to

be dissected (84). However, the practice of SLNB in elderly

patients, as standard therapy, remains controversial because

it is performed under general anesthesia and may cause

chronic lymphedema (85, 86).

Adjuvant chemotherapy is often recommended for

surgically resected high- risk melanoma, especially when

lymph nodes are proven to be affected (5). Immunotherapy

with interleukin-2 and interferon alpha2b has become

important in the adjuvant treatment of melanoma (65).

High-dose interferon alpha has been reported to increase
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both median relapse-free and overall survival (87, 88). On

the other hand, high-dose interferon may cause significant

dose-related toxicity and thereby exacerbate or cause life-

threatening auto-immune, infectious, ischaemic and

neuropsychiatric disorders. This observation gives rise to

scepticism about high-dose interferon with elderly patients,

who are anyway prone to such disorders. However, low-

dose interferon has not shown any statistically significant

clinical benefit (89).

There are only a few guidelines for the treatment of

individuals with metastatic melanoma. It is usually

considered to be incurable and is, therefore, treated

palliatively. Surgical procedures, however, should be

considered for quality of life improvement. With regard to

elderly patients, and especially when the performance status

prohibits surgery, radiotherapy may be utilized with equally

good results (72) and 90-95% of individuals over 80 seem

able to complete the planned treatment (3).

With regard to chemotherapy, the current standard

treatment consists of dacarbazine (DTIC) or

temozolomide, or regimens based on either one of these

chemotherapeutics. DTIC administration results in a

response rate of 15-25%, but with a median duration of

response of no more than 5-6 months, while only 1-2% of

patients present a 5-year durable response (65). A lot of

research into new protocols of multi-agent chemotherapy,

as well as combinations of chemo- and immunotherapy is

still in progress. The results are still not very encouraging

(90-94). The National Cancer Network Guidelines of the

USA point out, among other issues, that patients over 70

years should have some geriatric assessment, and that

doses of chemotherapy should be adjusted according to the

GFR, while hemopoietic growth factors should always be

used prophylactically (3). The fact that temozolomide is an

oral agent makes it preferable for elderly patients. In

addition, the decrease of gastrointestinal absorption with

age does not seem to affect the effectiveness and

tolerability of chemotherapy. When the performance status

of the aged patient does not permit any kind of treatment,

best supportive care is the optimal choice.

With regard to newer biological treatment strategies, no

therapy has yet been proved to have a definite role in the

treatment of melanoma. However, new immune and gene

therapies have derived from remarkable insights into the

biological, immunological and molecular nature of tumor

cells and the host response and several clinical trials are in

progress (95, 96).

Follow-up. Currently, there is actually no consensus on the

frequency of follow-up and recommendations for

surveillance testing. Depending on the tumor thickness and

staging, different follow-up schedules are recommended for

disease-free patients of any age after surgery. According to

the ESMO Recommendations for invasive melanoma, 

3-monthly follow-up for two years is recommended. After

that, patients should be followed-up every 6-12 months for

another three years for local melanoma (<1.5mm

thickness) Otherwise, follow-up continues until ten years

after primary diagnosis. However, the report of late

recurrences (more than 10 years after diagnosis)

emphasizes the need for self examination of the skin and

regional lymph nodes. Standard follow-up examination

includes: examination of the surgical scar, full-body skin

examination and examination of the regional lymph nodes,

liver and spleen palpation. Not many instrumental

examinations are needed. Physical examinations can guide

further investigations (blood counts, serum LDH, liver

function tests, CTs, bone scan) (52, 66, 73, 79). The use of

serological markers such as LDH, liver function tests and

full blood count, as well as S100 protein, seem to have low

sensitivity and specificity (67, 97). Also PCR-based

detection of circulating molecular tumor markers has been

investigated (98, 99), while genetic testing for various genes

has been proposed as well (100). Although, their prognostic

value is still in doubt, their study could add to the

knowledge of tumor biology and immunology and may

promote immune and gene therapies (72, 95).

Prevention

The continuously rising incidence, as well as the high

mortality (especially as far as melanoma is concerned), have

made dermal cancer an important public health issue. It is

of great significance that public health efforts aim both at

primary and at secondary prevention (101).

Primary prevention strategies aim to prevent people from

developing melanoma by increasing public awareness of the

risk factors for skin cancer, such as UV-light exposure, and

the presence of dysplastic or congenital nevi (20, 102).

People should be educated to minimize sun exposure,

especially during peak UV-B hours, and to use sunscreens

with a sun protective factor ≥15 (even though their role is

not definite) (103, 104). Sunburn and tanning should also

be avoided. All this applies to children as well, as it has been

proven that prolonged sun exposure and sunburn during

childhood augment the life-long risk of developing

melanoma (4, 20, 65, 69, 105).

Chemoprevention has also been studied as an alternative

for high-risk patients in relation to non-melanoma skin

malignancies. Unfortunately, none of the plentiful agents

studied had any significant effect on the incidence of either

BCC or SCC (106-109).

With regard to secondary prevention, educational

programs are addressed to the public, as well as to

clinicians, aiming to detect skin malignancies at the earliest

stage possible. The public should be educated on self-
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screening and the recognition of malignant and, most

importantly, melanoma lesions (5, 20, 110). Moreover,

individuals, especially older ones, who may not be capable

of self examination, should be encouraged to visit

physicians and request a skin examination (75, 102).

Primary care physicians, on the other hand, should be

educated with regard to skin cancer identification and

high-risk patients (111-113). In order to assess an

individual’s risk of dermal cancer, the physician should

examine various factors such as age, gender, race, skin

type, family and personal history of skin cancer, exposures,

occupation, geographic location and medical condition. He

also has to be alert to suspicious nevi, while it would prove

helpful to know the frequency of each malignancy by skin

site (27). Although there is still a lot of controversy as to

who should be screened by skin examination and how

often, there is a general consensus that elderly patients

belong in the high-risk category (112).

Conclusion

Skin cancer has become a matter of great public concern.

Age-related factors as well as cumulative exposure to UV

radiation contribute to the high prevalence of dermal cancer

in older populations. It has been remarked that geriatric

patients with melanoma have poorer prognosis than

younger ones. This is a multi-factorial result that is also

influenced by the fact that the elderly tend to present with a

more advanced stage of this malignancy. With regard to

management, advanced age should not be a barrier for an

effective treatment, provided that the clinical and functional

status of the elderly patient with skin cancer allow it.

Otherwise, the treatment should be modified according to

the patient’s medical and social profile. Nevertheless, it is

of vital importance to appreciate that primary prevention of

skin cancer, as well as screening and early detection of

malignant skin lesions, could save many lives, which would

otherwise be lost to skin malignancies.
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